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Central banks have been supporting share prices. Equity investors give thanks
to Ben Bernanke, chairman of the Federal Reserve. Global stock markets were
struggling in the first half of 2010, but began a rally in August once Mr. Bernanke signaled that more quantitative easing (QE) is on the way. Higher share
prices are part of the Fed’s plan. It seems morally disturbing that a central
bank stands as an insurer of the equity market.
To better understand the markets, it’s best to see what the assumptions of
modern economics is based on. With critical thinking it becomes clear that
some of the most basic assumptions are doubtful to say the least. The result
will be a better understanding of how asset markets actually work.
The Fed’s QE rounds have had unintended consequences, most important of
which is rapidly rising food prices. This has contributed to riots and tensions in
the Middle East. It is becoming clear that strategic resources such as food and
oil can cause tensions rather quickly. This then provides us investors some
excellent profit opportunities as well as sets certain restrictions as what not to
do.
As much as this disturbs us, people usually worry about the wrong things.
Those problems already on the main stream’s radar screen typically are not
the developments that will eventually hit us suddenly and hard. Gradual developments can be so apparent that we completely ignore them, although they
can have a significant impact on our lives. We shall look at some of them and
observe their potential for us as investors.
This report also discusses the not so famous strategic resources, which are
vital economically and politically. No, not gold, silver or oil. They are located in
a country, which is rapidly gaining economic and military ground. They are
rare earth metals in China. Along them come certain very interesting investment opportunities!
Finally, we will look at the markets, their recent development and the most
potential and some of the not so famous, even unusual, investment considerations. As always our observations are based on a variety of economic, political
and historic trends as well as a good pinch of common sense – which seems to
be a rather rare commodity these days in certain circles.
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For some of our readers, it may
seem overly simplistic. Simple it
Introduction
is, and that's the goal. Simplicity
is a paradox. It requires razor
Thinking involves much more
sharp thinking to make somethan simply repeating other
thing simple and to the point.
people's thoughts. In fact, it's
the complete opposite. To think Of course, we do not claim to
properly, one needs to clear his be that smart. We merely stand
mind of all the noise. As inves- on the shoulders of giants,
tors, nowhere seems this more which admittedly, has good
true to us than in financial mar- views.
kets. Our regular readers have
repeatedly asked us about our By using this model we have
found that it's possible to spot
investment decision-making
unusual and unconventional
models. Since we are in the
investment opportunities. It
business of commenting asset
also allows us to think more
markets and argue that the
clearly about what's really going
reader should know what the
on. There's too much noise in
observations of his report are
news, and not everything is rebased on, we will naturally
share our most commonly used ported in news. We have found
this framework to be a very usethinking process.
ful tool in evaluating the econHere is the model. It consists of omy, markets and testing underlying assumptions and theofive simple questions.
ries.
1. What's happening?

Economist ran an article titled
"Central banks have been supporting share prices." "Let all
equity investors give thanks to
Ben Bernanke. Global stock
markets were struggling in the
first half of 2010 but began a
remarkable rally in August once
the chairman of the Federal Reserve signaled that the central
bank would launch another
round of quantitative easing.
Higher share prices are part of
the Fed's plan. Back in November Mr Bernanke wrote in the
Washington Post that 'higher
stock prices will boost consumer
wealth and help increase confidence, which can also spur
spending. Increased spending
will lead to higher incomes and
profits that, in virtuous circle,
will further support economic
expansion.'"

It seems morally doubtful that a
central bank stands as an in2. What does it mean?
surer of the equity market. Now
3. Is it a tradable idea with an Let’s take a look at a tangible
that Mr. Bernanke has admitted
example. One of the loudest
attractive risk reward ratio?
that he has intended to boost
academic conversations pres4. How do I trade it?
equity prices, it follows that he's
ently is whether central banks
5. How do I protect myself?
happy for share prices to be
have done an extraordinarily
above their natural level. One
For example, let’s take at look good job in combating the fiway to calculate that level is by
nancial crisis or whether they
at the BP oil spill.
using the cyclically adjusted
1. The news reporter announces have merely sown the seeds of
the next big crisis. The conver- price-earnings (P/E) ratio, which
that BP has spilled massive
sation then continues to arguing is calculated by Robert Shiller of
amounts of oil in the Gulf of
Yale University. The current rawhether the core theories are
Mexico.
tio is at 23.7, which leaves it
2. It is an environmental disas- accurate. While academically
about 45% above the historic
ter and very likely means mas- too boring for some investors,
average and close to the level of
sive losses for the company and this argument is actually very
valid in spotting lucrative invest- 1901 and 1966, which are two
bad publicity for the whole inof the 20th century's four big
ment opportunities. After all,
dustry group.
peaks.
the people that decide about
3. This is definitely a tradable
massive liquidity are mostly acaidea.
The problem, of course, is that
4. I’ll play short-side BP and the demics with too little experience in real life market signals central bank interventions to
industry group by shorting
and too much focus on reading the economy have created unstocks and buying puts.
intended consequences. The
5. I’ll decide the acceptable risk each other's articles.
Fed's QE (money printing) has
I am willing to take before enlead to inflated food prices,
On February 19th, 2011 The
tering the trade.
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contributing to the mob's anger
in the Middle East, and further
added pressure to the lower
income families in the West.
Gladly, it looks as though the
financial crisis and the Fed's
vicious money printing has had
one unintended advantage. At
last, the crisis has exposed central bankers as misguided in
their theories and deficient in
their practices.
One of the truest tests of a
man’s (and naturally woman’s)
character is to be able to refrain
from saying “See, I told you so!”
Indeed, for us it seems to become more difficult over time
as the world sadly looks to follow our once-pessimistic outlooks. Not to disappoint our
readers, we have a couple disturbing scenarios and the spectacular opportunities they provide in the back of our minds.
We intend not to sound hypocritical when we repeat something that this report previously
highlighted. We are of course
referring to the impacts of inflated food prices and rising social tensions in the Middle East,
Libya and possibly Algeria as
this report is being written. As
most of our readers know, we
have talked down the idea of
shorting oil (that is one of the
trades we simply will not do)
and specifically underlined the
effects of geopolitical tensions
to asset markets as being one of
the missing components of academic models. Now that social
tensions are on the rise in the
Middle East and since strategic
oil reserves and strategic transportation routes are largely
found in areas with unrest, it
should be clear that these incidents could cause volatility and

unimaginably quick swings in
both commodities and equities.
Now is the time to be alert and
awake and be ready to act fast.
We would advise our readers to
plan position sizing and possible
exit strategies in advance. It is
possible that over time the crisis
could spread to countries like
Pakistan, further adding pressure to markets.
Another unpleasant consideration has to do with monetary
and fiscal decisions. Now that
central banks in the West find
their economies growing in a
fragile way, they are faced with
another issue of rising prices,
which only gain speed from
geopolitical tensions in strategic
areas. The question then becomes whether to let the economy sink back into depression
by rising interest rates high
quickly or whether to tolerate
negative real interest rates. Besides, rising interest rates will
not directly help higher oil
prices. Still, key interest rates
could be at 4%, but if inflation is
at 6%, that still leaves the real
rate at -2%. Considering the
enormous debt problems in
Europe and the US, we believe
that as far as the eye can see
we will see interest rates at
zero, or below that – in real
terms! Under this condition,
holding cash is very unattractive
and gradually buying precious
metals continues to be considerable option. As always, we
advise making your own research and, should you want to
buy or sell, place your trades
with sound technical analysis as
well!
Financial markets have a new
fundamental driver today,

which is the newly-created liquidity. Therefore, it is extraordinarily important to understand the deficiencies of conventional Anglo-Saxon economic thinking. One of the most
ridiculous assumptions is that
the economy (and financial
markets specifically!) consist of
rational individuals that aim to
maximize their well-being (or
profit) and that such rational
investors form a likewise rational market.

Tempting Illusions
and Predictable Irrationality
Firstly, what does it mean to say
that investors are rational? One
assumption is that most investors behave rationally most of
the time. A second is that all
investors behave rationally
most of the time. A third is that
each and every participant of
the markets has the same intelligence, the same information,
the same purposes, and the
same economic model in mind.
A fourth is that all investors behave rationally all of the time.
Each of these assumptions has
different implications for the
way that investors behave in
financial markets.
However, it is fairly easy to see
that individuals do not always
make rational choices. One
needs but to visit a metropolitan city on a weekend night and
watch the police catch intoxicated individuals that have
fallen asleep on the snow in -40
degrees winter climate. Given
that yours truly has lived too
long in Finland to witness such
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events, and given that these
individuals aimed to maximize
their well-being, it naturally follows that by doing their best
they would have died, if it wasn't for the police. It doesn't
matter if the person has made
100% rational choices up to that
point. If he makes one fundamental mistake, such as freeze
to death after a liter of vodka,
he's dead. A certain type of tail
risk has materialized. It seems
that the farther north you travel
the fatter these tails become.
By the way, the analogy holds
true for investors as well. How
many people acted "rationally"
in the boom years just to see
everything wipe out in the recent crisis? That is an implication of financial near-death experience – and a complete
death for some – driven by best
choices the people think they
could make. The fact is that
their best thinking brought
them to lose their money.
There we have it, a solid track
record of messing things up.

reasoning mind is simply not as
clean-cut as we like to think.
Likewise, the connection between individual behavior and
group behavior is not that clearcut. Rationality is an assumption about the way the world
should work rather than a description of the way the world
has actually worked. Individuals
can be rational at times, but it
seems that they may actually be
just predictably irrational. Most
start rationally and then more
of them lose contact with reality. Gradually at first and then
more quickly. Then comes the
day when the market around
them directs their ideas and
tells them where to invest, not
their own analysis and decisionmaking frameworks.

a lot of detail. They have to abstract, theorize and generalize.
Their views on the world come
to be nothing they know personally about but are driven by
a lot of what others think, especially experts. It doesn't matter how untrue a thing is. If
enough people, especially the
people we look up to, repeat it
often enough, it soon becomes
conventional wisdom. Print
money to boost share prices to
induce more spending. Invade
Iraq and Middle East to protect
Western citizens. Tax the rich to
fix the economy. Then, socially
reinforced they turn from utopia to illusions, from illusions to
ideas, and finally they materialize into action. Sooner than anybody knows, the situation is
much worse than to begin with.
One of the principal organs of
After proper witch hunting, the
group sentiment is the press. As idea roll starts all over again.
we have repeatedly pointed
Print more money. Invade more
out, investors should regularly countries. Tax even more.
visit the countries they invest in. Never mind the fact that a
News is simply what the news- Westerner is more likely to
papers tell it is. It is said that
drown in his own bathtub than
freedom of the press is limited die of a terror strike.
Another example is that what
to those who own one. It pays
sensible man, for instance,
to see the world in one’s own
Simple is often better, and it
chooses his wife by analysis?
eyes. Many of the world’s most seems that more often than not
Perhaps he thinks of the most
famous investors confirm this
less is more. However, the rule
important qualities his mate
view, including Mr. Jim Rogers. of simplification is always this:
should have and performs a
In the previous Money, Markets How simple can a model/idea/
proper regression analysis. Per- & Milestones Report we disproblem be made so that the
haps not. Perhaps he initially
cussed the implications of intel- simplification still works? If the
looks at her female body (we of lectual grid-lock and systemic
outcome is too simple, a lot of
course refer to her eyes!) and
problems. Because of the influ- necessary detail is lost.
justifies her intellectual and
encing world is growing more
emotional qualities later, given complex and our brains are not Such a thing has happened with
that they are sufficiently suitgrowing bigger fast enough,
the greatest simpleton who
able. The truth may be that
people are quick to accept inever lived — the rational indithinking – whether it is making adequate or wrong explanavidual. The rational individual is
choices or choosing between
tions for things in the world out- presumed to act always in his
right and wrong – involves far
side their immediate circle.
self interest and always rationmore than logic and verbal dex- In order to think about systemic ally. It rarely bothers academics
terity. The distinction between problems, people are forced to that real live man seldom does.
our emotional mind and our
start simplifying and eliminating Part of the problem is that the
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academics fail to account adequately for the difference between realms and action. A man
looking to cross the road knows
that if he walks in from of the
truck coming at him, he will die.
If he stays in the pavement, he
will probably live. He makes the
reasonable decision, based on a
reasonable set of reasonably
perceived facts and inferences.
In the financial markets his reasoning rests on nothing more
solid than the shifting bog of
group thinking, which is not
only completely different from
private thinking but is an illusion, piled on top of fact,
stacked on foundation of slogans, which have replaces reasons. Crowds cannot think. They
can only feel and act. They can't
think, because they have no set
of facts solid enough on which
to build. Are stocks really
cheap? By what measure? Are
we talking about real rates or
nominal rates? Relative or absolute? Does money printing
really help the economy? If so,
which sectors? Is price stability
threat diminished or enlarged
by printing more?

ket Hypothesis. The Efficient
Market Hypothesis (EMH) states
that prices set by the market
are so perfect that you're wasting your time trying to outsmart
them. The EMH is particularly
useful nonsense, allowing fund
managers to remind investors
how hard it is to beat the broad
market, or even understand it.
Of course, prices are not perfect at all, but wrong most of
the time, shifting constantly
from being too cheap to too
expensive. The market is
merely the reflection of judgment of the market participants.

country. About a year later the
peso collapsed, and along with
it the Argentine economy. Unemployment soared, banks
were closed and deposits were
confiscated. And the Argentine
middle class was wiped out.

Of course, a rational investor
never supposes that such things
could happen in the West,
wouldn’t he? Otherwise one
would be deeply concerned
about the condition of both the
EU and the US. Thus, the market
prices 10-year Treasury bond
yields correctly at 3.49% yield,
which accurately reflects the
country's future prospects and
Sometimes and increasingly
naturally includes the investors'
more frequently so in the eco- risk premium. After all, central
nomic history it seems that fibanks always hold proper internancial orgies with intoxicated est rates. They never accept
investors reflect an elegant
artificially low interest rates and
symmetry of it all: Things with
certainly never supply excessive
no value are bought by people leverage to the financial system.
with no sense. For example,
If that were not the case, one
what reasonable man would
could, for instance, for some
want to own 10-year Treasuries unknown reason expect solid
at 3.49% yield, when the under- evidence of inflation, right?
lying currency has recently fluctuated by more than 20% in
Well, we’ll get to that.
value and when the country's
very own central bank owns one
The rational man finds these
third of all the public debt?
The Road To Ruin And
questions so complex that he
One need not look far in the
had better ask an expert. The
economic history to find some- Reflation
expert, likewise in an intellecthing vaguely disturbing. In
There are times that your autual grid-lock with too complex 1998, Argentine was in a slump.
thors sit down with a good esthinking models, then blurts out It borrowed more and more
presso and watch the early
the sentence that sounds wise: money to keep up with spendmorning winter frost outside
“Buy for the long term, hold,
ing. By late 2000, one fourth out
the window. Inflating prices,
and diversify.” Never mind that of every bonds issued by an
rising taxes and increasing debt
his long-term stock recommen- emerging-market country was
sounds like a very disturbing
dations performed poorly rela- Argentine. Investors began to
setup. We wonder if anybody
tive to gold over the past decwonder how Argentine could
else truly thinks whether the
ade. Gold, the expert says, is
ever pay back so much debt.
whole world has gone mad.
getting old. He didn’t learn from Speculators, as they are always
How did it come to this?
it in his Ivy League graduate
called in such times, started
When the current financial crisis
school. The professors only
dumping Argentine bonds and
(finally!) hit, private credit extalked about the Efficient Mar- withdrawing capital from the
pansion was nationalized to
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make sure the party train does
not stop. The music had
stopped, but the dance went
on. Huge amount of freshly created money was launched to
compensate the sudden systemic liquidity crunch. The logic
and the outcome are very similar to Joe Sixpack using his
credit card up to the limit and
taking home equity loan to pay
off the credit card just to start
the overconsumption
again. Monthly payments of
the credit card come down and
the payments of the mortgage
increases mildly. At the same
time the overall mountain of
debt increases. Joe can do the
trick as long as he is able to pay
the monthly minimum payments and he’s got some free
equity in his assets. However,
the train moves relatively slowly
to the direction of total darkness even though the passengers are not recognizing it at
this point. Both the first and
second derivative are positive,
meaning the train is picking up
on speed on an accelerating
pace. At some point it is obvious that the train is running on
full throttle to the unwanted
direction. When big changes
come about slowly, the reckoning day usually is well after the
point of no return. The nature
of exponential explosion and
logarithmic collapse are similar. Everything starts slowly
and the development is hardly
seen. Eventually, though, it
leads to the unimaginable scale
of development. It is like water
running below the ice on a frozen river. Water flows beneath
the surface even if it can't be
seen from the river bank. Time
goes on its offbeat track. One
idle day the flow of the water

breaks the ice and the real
problems begin. At times people might see the overall direction of the development leading to big changes, but we are
usually terrible at guessing the
timing and the scale. This is
mostly true in all big paths of
development as well as price
changes of individual stocks,
bonds, commodities and the
housing prices, to name a few.

started its way back to the
skies. Easy money seduced leverage buyout players and made
the world look rosy. Money always seems free in manias.

In 2004 the lending standard
ease catapulted subprime lending to the orbit, hitting the last
nail to the coffin of the housing
markets. The patient was still
running even though the infection was in a point of no return.
What we are trying to illustrate In 2006 the US housing markets
peaked. The stock market did in
here is that people usually
worry about the wrong things. 2007. Finally in 2008 the comThose problems already on the modity markets peaked.
main stream’s radar screen
It is notable that both the houstypically are not the developments that will hit us suddenly ing and stock markets were in a
bear market at the point when
on some idle Wednesday
morning. However, there is no commodities made their last
run. The logarithmic collapse of
scarcity of the little hints of
liquidity and the asset price colthose slow changes under the
lapse shifted the world from
surface, if we are tuned in to
private debt contraction to the
recognize them. In fact, the
gradual development can be so public credit explosion and
monetization. US bonds peaked
apparent that we completely
at the end of 2008. This all is
ignore it.
very well known and most likely
remembered as a kind of a bad
To better understand this, we
dream. The events that folmight want to refresh our
minds with the credit-expansion lowed and will continue to fol-driven asset inflation cycles in low after the jump to the stimuUS, starting from 1995, follow- lus world are what we are interested in.
ing the bailout of the LTCM in
1998 and leading to the unprecedented tech bubble. The
Fed blew off the roof of the
stock market with its Y2K liquidity injections. The house of
cards was ready to collapse.
When it did, rapid rate cuts in
2001 led to a world of free
money, which then started to
inflate different asset classes
rather quickly. The housing sector heated up while gold and oil
determinately looked for higher
grounds. The US stock market
bottomed in 2003 and soon

In 2008, deflation was the number one concern of the government authorities and the main
stream media. Stimulus led the
US stock market to bottom in
March 2009, followed by a historic recovery rally that is still
intact 23 months later. Industrial commodities as well as precious metals started to appreciate fairly rapidly. Freshly
printed money inflated stock
markets all around the world.
Property markets in Asia, Aus-
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tralia and Finland, for example,
were meaningfully inflated. Soft
commodities and food prices
started to pick up. Most of the
S&P 500 companies have recently reported increased earnings, which is partly the result of
cost savings. Increasing inflation
in the form of increased commodity prices has boosted commodity producers’ profits, creating pricing pressure for the
industry that depends on those
commodities.

masses is not future inflation.
Yet it is highly likely that an increasing number of people are
aware that prices are rising.
They need only look at their
monthly food bills. The poorest
will notice how little their
money buys and fantasize about
the time when prices were reasonable. The ugly part of inflation is that the first few steps
make us feel more prosperous,
hiding the real danger lurking
around the corner. The combination of rising interest rates
It is far from certain that comand rising price of necessities
panies are able to fully transfer will make life rather difficult for
increased raw material costs to many people. This is a scenario
the end product prices. Many
that will easily lead to massive
companies have addressed their difficulties and might bring the
concerns about their future
danger of physical violence to
pricing power. The lack of pric- the streets in places where it is
ing power would lead to further used to be unlikely.
unwillingness to hire fresh
workforce, which would create We would like our readers to
additional pressure to keep
imagine a family with only one
wages low.
parent, who is unemployed.
Faced with the necessity of proSoft commodities have had a
viding food to his/her children
spectacular run from summer
and paying rent or be thrown
2010, pushing food prices up all out to the streets, it is highly
around the world and creating probable that all creative ways
restlessness among the poorest to gather money will be used,
part of the population in many some of them questionable,
countries. China has reported
some outright harmful to other
official inflation at 4.7 % and
people. In general, as living
estimates that the real inflation standards decrease, restlesshas been double as high. In UK ness and undesirable social
the inflation index was twice as complications increase. Some
high as expected, making it ob- people could be robbed of more
vious that the inflation is inthan just their peace of mind.
creasing in the shadows.
Now, we would like to stress
that even if the long shot of vioWe find it notable that the offi- lence might not happen, it
cial statistics seldom reflect the would pay off to make moves to
reality of price changes. This
protect against inflation.
has meaningful impacts on the
lives of ordinary citizens. It
There is a fundamental differshould be clear which way the ence between cyclical inflation,
prices are heading. Still the
fueled by private sector credit
main concern in the minds of
creation, and destruction

waves and structural inflation
driven by monetization. It
seems that the seemingly stable
assets encourage investors to
enhance the returns by adding
leverage in the equation, thus
converting once stable asset to
an unstable one. However,
structural inflation forces investors to seek the next wave of
inflating asset prices. Excess
liquidity might create either
vigorous waves of inflating and
deflating asset classes and sectors. It could also lead to synchronized floating of many asset classes, which is presently
the case. The booms and busts
of asset prices and non-normal
return distributions, fat tails and
flatter distributions, are unlikely
to be rare market failures. They
are probably the result of central bank interference as well as
the nature of credit cycles
(expansion and contraction). In
the world of fiat money, it is
possible to have slow economic
activity and high inflation at
the same time. Some might
argue that the positive long
term inflation is somewhat necessary for the governments to
survive. Gradually increasing
asset prices will be converted
into capital gains and will become taxed at some point,
which will generate tax revenues for starving governments.
In general, the things that are
seen most likely outcomes in
the markets seldom happen at
the expected moment. Instead,
it seems that usually the surprising thing happens. When
too many people are on the
same side of the boat, the opposite side suddenly moves. A
good example of this is the danger of commercial real estate
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markets in the US, a scenario
this report previously discussed.
The issue hit mainstream radar,
and it seems that that the much
-feared meltdown is avoided.
The main reason is the enormous liquidity injections to the
market. Another contributing
factor is a falling supply of securitized debt.

sales in the US are at the same
level as in 2005, although the
nominal figures show an all time
high. On the other hand, banks
and funds disclose better than
expected earnings, because the
asset markets have risen. After
all, their business is based on
getting a certain percentage of
their client's money – and when
asset markets march higher, the
Consumer confidence is high in bigger the cake the better! It is
Europe despite the fact that the no wonder then that the finanproblems in PIIGS countries are cial sector thinks that anybody
still acute. One must remember with a money printer that can
that the EU is a clustered area, generate a rising stock market is
and its Asian export helps inter- an economic genius.
national trade significantly. The
people that have kept their jobs As to unemployment numbers,
it is significant to note that the
and the companies that remained intact (and who are not reduced numbers do not show
subject to Europe's debt prob- those that have been reemployed at a lower wage rate.
lems) find the present conditions favorable and have a high Imagine a former Wall Street
manager who now cleans coffee
confidence in the future. This
confidence may partly be due to cups in Starbucks. The fact that
he's employed hardly makes up
psychological reasons outside
economic realities. Positive peo- for the decrease in salary. The
fact is that private consumers'
ple are prone to positive reinforcement. The fact that statis- purchasing power is lower and
more vulnerable than earlier,
tics show increased corporate
even though corporations show
earnings contribute to it. The
cash reserves and improved
reality behind the statistics is
earnings.
rarely exposed to the public,

good times, it signals great
worry of the future for European Monetary Union. India
and China continue to increase
their gold reserves, which again
is a clear call for inflation and
the need to find a safe haven
from excessive volatility.

There is one other rather pessimistic consideration that we
wish to share, just in case our
readers are not already depressed enough. We are slightly
concerned about the moral hazards around US real estate
mortgages, which are over a
million dollars. There is growing
evidence that banks do not
foreclose on expensive houses
even though the mortgages
have defaulted. The banks don’t
want the house vacant in order
to keep their balance sheets
look healthy. These balance
sheets, you see, hold mortgages
to other likewise expensive
houses on the neighborhood.
Foreclosing on these houses
could take up to two years – a
time which the residents take
full advantage on. Their default
may not be that they can’t pay.
It comes about because they
and the public has no incentive
are not willing to pay. It is simIt is apparent that beneath the ply a better deal to spend the
to question the official truth.
surface there is great unrest in money on something else than
After all, right after a systemic
economic collapse, it feels bet- the US. In addition, there are
on a mortgage, whose collateral
ter to believe in a bright future. structural problems that are
is a house, whose price on the
It is psychologically very taxing largely unsolved. This includes markets is sliding day after day.
to believe otherwise, especially public debt, trade deficits,
These intentional defaults on
when the people we look up to budget deficits, unemployment jumbo loans could become a
and mostly poor housing marannounce good news.
significant problem to the
ket. As to Europe, it astonishes banks, let alone the moral hazus that many European banks
At the same time, inflation is
ards!
thought
it
was
a
good
thing
that
raising its head. Raw materials
Japan and China bought bonds
and necessities have become
more expensive, thus driving up of some European countries.
This is bad news for banks who
They
trumpeted
it
as
a
signal
for
earnings of the companies that
are in the pressure of buying
benefit from rising prices. Infla- good times. We, on the other
back MBOs. For example, BAC
hand, believe that instead of
tion adjusted consumer good
(Bank of America) has securiThe Money, Markets & Milestones
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tized mortgages, whose documentation has been deficient.
Now the institutions which hold
these mortgages in their portfolios demand that BAC buys
them back at the original price.
Such is banking business today,
and seems to be getting sucher
and sucher all the time.

that the only people who talk
about them are chemists and
physicists. RE elements are not
famous like gold or silver. However, without these 17 RE elements many modern technologies would not be possible.
Products like DVD-players,
iPads, hybrid car batteries, flat
screen televisions, laptops, cell
Then there is the US unemploy- phones, digital cameras and so
ment issue, which makes us grin on all depend on RE. We suga bit. It was reported that US
gest our readers imagine the
employment rose by 36.000
economy - or their personal life
jobs in January. It was less than - without these products.
the 145.000 which the market
had expected. Unemployment When we said practically nofell to its lowest level since April body talks about RE metals, we
2009. This means that employ- forgot to mention China and the
US Government. The US does
ers added 36.000 jobs.
not need to be reminded that
Now hold on just a second! If
they couldn't manufacture jet
you take out the upward biases engines, advanced radars,
used by the BLS (Bureau of La- rocket engines or satellites
bor and Statistics), over 50.000 without RE. Practically all of the
jobs were lost for the month. It really advanced weapons use RE
is true that the unemployment to some extent, basically all 17
rate fell from 9.1% to 9.0% in
of them. No RE, no modern jet
January, but this is because the fighters. In fact, no 21st century
civilian participation rate (the
technology at all.
number of people in the labor
force) is down to a 26-year low To make things interesting, esof 64.2% from 64.3% in Decem- pecially for us investors, China
ber (67.3% in January 2001 by
controls about 97% of the
the way). There were
world's RE resources. In recent
130.265.000 total seasonally
months, China has tightened
adjusted payrolls (132.129.000 control over many rare earths
in January 2001). Total civilian
by slashing quotas for overseas
labor force stood at
shipments, hiking export taxes,
153.186.000 (141.955.000 in
halting unauthorized exports
January 2001). This means that and so on. It seems that China is
there are 1.864.000 less jobs
consolidating a formerly fragthan a decade ago but
mented industry. China is enjoy11.231.000 more people look- ing lucrative returns from its
ing for jobs!
diminishing RE exports. China's

The Not Famous 17
Rare Earths, or RE, are not well
understood or famous among
investors. In fact, it would seem

tones. As the international rises
soared the value of China's RE
exports jumped by 171% from
2009. The Ministry of Commerce also announced that it is
slashing RE export quotas by
about 35% for the first six
months of 2011. The result of
China's policy will unarguably
be industrial consolidation,
stronger state control and
higher prices in the future.
To say that rare earth metals
are important economically and
politically is a gross understatement. They are strategic. And
they are located in a country,
which is rapidly gaining economic and military ground.
Naturally, like all black clouds,
this one has a "silver" lining as
well.

Ministry of Commerce has recently reported that China's RE
exports totaled 35.000 metric
tons in the first 11 months of
2010, which exceeded the
posted annual quota of 30.300
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Markets
Bull markets typically proceed
in three stages. During the first
stage of run, prices recover
from bear market’s ridiculous
lows. This is caused not by improved economic environment
but the fact that prices have
been hammered down to the
cellar, no questions asked, and
they bounce off like a football
pushed under water and released. The second stage reflects the improvement in the
real economy. Market movement is fueled by better earnings and brighter future outlooks. During the third stage of
the bull market, prices rise due
to rampant speculation and
there is only so much room for
real economy facts. That is the
time when everyone is in and
the party train is going on with
the full steam. The day of the
reckoning is near.
The interesting part of the bull
market dynamics lies between
the stages. It is very common to
see resting periods and even
some pretty nasty pullbacks and
corrections during the process.
In retrospect it seems pretty
obvious that the first stage of
the bull market begun in March
2009 and ended in Flash Crash
of May 6th 2010. The no man’s
land ended in the beginning of
September followed by a powerful rally that left many investors on the platform.
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Looking back to the 1995 we
see that S&P 500 climbed for
almost 12 months without any
meaningful pullback. The circumstances of the 1995 rally
distantly remind the atmosphere of 2010. The 1995 market
move was rocket-fueled by
Greenspan’s expansionary
monetary policy which was a
kind of foreplay for the real
orgy of credit expansion that
ended in the epic collapse of
2008.
To fully understand the playground it is useful to have a
look at the S&P 500 weekly
chart as well as the chart of
Nasdaq Composite Index. The
overall market indexes have
travelled a long way during the
last decade and a half, ending
up nowhere. Keeping that in
mind, it is easy to believe that
successful investing requires
some activity on the investor’s
part.
To get a better understanding
of the big picture, it pays off to
study S&P 500, SLV (silver ETF)
and TLT (20+ US Treasury Bond
Fund) charts together. We can
easily see how the big deflation
story was rejected and the investment crowd and traders
jump into the inflation trade
train.
Everything popular raises questions of its long term sustainability. For a moment the inflation train looks pretty crowded
and we wouldn’t be surprised
to see some kind of further
price correction on most heated
trades before the next leg up.
Even though we continue to be
bearish on US Treasury bonds,
it looks possible that the TLT
bounce from the oversold levels
The Money, Markets & Milestones
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might have some legs. The self
-reinforcing nature of market
moves might spark a short
covering rally on TLT in case it
successfully stays above the 50
dEMA. As this report is being
written, TLT is trading slightly
above the 50 dEMA. However,
the fundamental issues that
speak for the further long
term weakness of the US
bonds are still there.
At the right edge of the TLT
and SLV charts we see something that raises further questions. The synchronized move
of TLT and SLV might partly be
just technical strengths but
more likely it is a signal of
sharply rising uncertainty in
the markets.
During the last week of February, US equities pulled back
along the other equity markets. The S&P 500 pulled back
to the lower channel line, indicating short-term deeply oversold condition, which was followed by a well deserved
bounce. The weekly shake was
the deepest since November
2010. There are some hints
that the behavior of the markets might be changing. During the last three months the
overall character has been the
following: short selloffs followed by a bounce. Those
selloffs were merely hours
long instead of several days
like recently in February. Of
course, there is nothing dramatic going on, but it pays off
to know your partner and
when the partner behaves unexpectedly it always signals
something.
The interesting part starts
here. We should like to reThe Money, Markets & Milestones
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mind our readers that the nature of this business is that you
can never know for sure.
The 1300 key support level was
held on the closing basis and
S&P bounced up through the 20
dEMA. There might be a rally to
test new highs. Friday’s rally
was partly driven by short sellers, who were unwilling to carry
their positions over the weekend. Nevertheless, this may
have some legs. If the market
manages to make new highs
but the MACD histogram makes
a lower peak, it is a clear warning sign. In fact, the bearish divergence on the S&P 500 chart
raises doubt about the health
and sustainability of the rally. It
doesn’t necessarily lead to a
severe pullback. At this point
we should not abandon the possibility that this bounce quickly
runs out of steam, forms a
lower high, and challenges the
1300 key support level soon
after that. That would create a
significantly more bearish view
for the short term. But Indicators don’t predict the market.
They merely spot points, where
probabilities of certain outcomes are higher than at other
times.

how the big picture forms.

Our regular readers are aware
of our tendency to enjoy shorting new highs and buying new
lows, but please bear in mind
that it may not be wise to try to
outsmart the market by prematurely shorting it. Corrections
and pullbacks offer wonderful
opportunities to pick up nice
setups for position trades. We
continue to trade mainly along
the trend, until something tells
We are not rushing to short the us to stop. It is probably needmarket even if we should see a less to repeat that all overly agbearish divergence form. The
gressive accumulation on the
market is primarily in a bull
early stages of the pullbacks can
stage and it is possible that the easily lead to sleepless nights.
market travels on without any
Wait for your signal and play
serious corrections. But we will accordingly.
pay a close attention on how
the market behaves and act acWe would like to show why it is
cordingly. We want to protect
useful make action plans for
our profits from the longs by
tightening stops. We are likely different future scenarios in
to risk slightly less in our trades advance. First, with a rough
in the near future until we see action plan you are able to act

calmly in a market mania or
panic, capitalizing the opportunities that the markets offer
you. Second, the process of trying to form different scenarios
forces to look things from a different angle. It is widely underrated to be open minded for
seemingly unlikely developments without being attached
to outcomes. We don’t think it’s
useful to be a perma-bear or a
perma-bull for that matter, but
rather be ready to take what
the market offers. It is also important to not only follow one
asset class but to keep an eye
on all key markets, even
though it might not be the asset class that you are investing
in.
Emerging markets was the flavor of the year 2010 in equities
as well as in fixed income assets. It was driven by the commodity boom and excess liquidity, trying to find a place to go
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(it has to go somewhere). The
beginning of 2011 has been a
nice time to pick up some distressed European markets as a
short term bounce trade. However, we are not overly bullish
about them for the intermediate term. It is likely that the real
troubles in Europe are still on
the way.
The energy sector has lately
drawn our attention amid the
rising official inflation numbers.
We continue to overweight the
sector. Looking at the USO
(United States Oil Fund) weekly
chart, there is a typical boom
and bust pattern. It shows a
parabolic move up, which ends
up on a full scale collapse. After
the initial bounce from the bottom, USO has traded in range.
This basing can last several
years before the next leg up

gets going. It is like a man who
fell off his roof. He’s unlikely to
stand up immediately and start
running any time soon. However, oil might have had enough
time to breathe. The game gets
extremely interesting, when
USO closes above the 42.50 resistance level.

mand for 2010 was estimated
to be 87.8 million barrels per
day. The forecast for 2011 is
projected to increase to 89.3
million barrels per day. It comes
as no surprise that China is a
key player on the demand side
of the equation. In 2010 China’s
oil demand was estimated to
rise by 12.2%. That is the
The energy play is vulnerable
equivalent of over a third of the
because of concerns in global
global demand growth. China’s
economic recovery, but it is also demand for oil may slow down
a clear beneficiary of the recov- in 2011, if its economy cools
ery. It is notable that global
down.
daily demand for oil is at the
level of 2007 high. Oil demand For an investor, it is good to
in emerging economies has con- keep in mind that oil is the most
politically colored game. Oil
tinued to grow even in the
midst of the crisis. Oil demand prices react sharply to any resthas also peaked up in the devel- lessness in oil producing counoped countries, making the sup- tries as well as countries that
ply demand equation tight. Fun- are strategic for oil consumption or strategic transportation
damentals behind the energy
routes – as we have just seen.
play are strong. Global oil de-
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The energy play is fully packed
with explosive ingredients,
which investors have to deal
with in order to capitalize on
the trading opportunity.

pullbacks, even if we don’t
know when that happens. Still,
energy remains as one of the
main investment themes for our
long term position trades. Such
other trades would be silver,
We participate in this trade
gold and food plays, as we have
mainly through various energy mentioned in previous reports.
companies. It should be clear
Perhaps – now that we have
that this will not be an easy play spoken our mind – we should
and the energy sector will also remind ourselves that yours
suffer from upcoming equities truly is not in the forecasting

business. As always, do your
homework. Nevertheless, we
are open to the idea that US
equities might outperform
emerging markets in 2011.
There is also the possibility that
there could be attractive buying points for equities and most
commodities at lower prices
than today in the coming six
months or so.
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